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Abstract

Hesitant fuzzy linguistic term sets (HFLTSs) are very useful for dealing with the situations in which
the decision makers hesitate among several linguistic terms to assess an alternative. Some multi-criteria
decision-making (MCDM) methods have been developed to deal with HFLTSs. These methods are de-
rived under the assumption that the decision maker is completely rational and do not consider the decision
maker’s psychological behavior. But some studies about behavioral experiments have shown that the de-
cision maker is bounded rational in decision processes and the behavior of the decision maker plays an
important role in decision analysis. In this paper, we extend the classical TODIM (an acronym in Por-
tuguese of interactive and multi-criteria decision-making) method to solve MCDM problems dealing with
HFLTSs and considering the decision maker’s psychological behavior. A novel score function to compare
HFLTSs more effectively is defined. This function is also used in the proposed TODIM method. Finally, a
decision-making problem that concerns the evaluation and ranking of several telecommunications service
providers is used to illustrate the validity and applicability of the proposed method.

Keywords: Multi-criteria decision-making; Hesitant fuzzy linguistic term set; TODIM method; Distance
measure; Score function; Comparison operator

1. Introduction

In multi-criteria decision-making (MCDM) prob-

lems, many criteria are of qualitative nature, so it

is more suitable to evaluate them by using linguistic

information 39. For example, when we evaluate the

“comfort” or “design” of a car, linguistic terms such

as, “excellent”, “good”, “poor” etc. are preferred.

Fuzzy linguistic approach 39 has obtained successful

results dealing with linguistic information in deci-

sion making 18,23,27,38. Many linguistic models have

been presented to extend and improve the fuzzy lin-

guistic approach in information modeling and com-

puting processes 5,11,35. These linguistic models use
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a single linguistic term to assess a linguistic vari-

able. However, due to the lack of information about

the decision problem or the lack of decision maker-

s’ knowledge on it, decision makers might hesitate

among several linguistic terms to express their eval-

uations being necessary more flexible and complex

linguistic expressions than single linguistic terms. In

order to model this type of uncertainty provoked by

hesitancy, Rodrı́guez et al. 29,30 introduced the no-

tion of hesitant fuzzy linguistic term sets (HFLTSs)

that facilitates the elicitation of linguistic expres-

sions close to the human beings’ cognitive model by

means of context-free grammars. The study on the

theory and applications of HFLTSs has been quickly

spread 2,17,19,20,21,31,34,37,41 because of its usefulness

in different applications.

It is necessary to point out that these approach-

es are derived under the assumption that the deci-

sion maker is completely rational. But some studies

about behavioral experiments 3,15,33 have shown that

the decision maker is bounded rational in decision

processes and his/her behavior plays an important

role in decision analysis. For example, when select-

ing an investment project, the decision maker usual-

ly has psychological expectations for some criteria

such as profit, cost and risk, i.e., reference points. If

a criterion value is over the reference point, the de-

cision maker will be satisfied and regard the excess

part as the “gain”. Conversely, if a criterion value is

under the reference point, the decision maker will be

unsatisfied and regard the lacking part as the “loss”
15,33. In addition, the decision maker is more sen-

sitive to losses than to gains 1. Therefore, it seems

necessary to introduce the decision maker’s psycho-

logical behavior to solve decision making problems.

The TODIM (an acronym in Portuguese of in-

teractive and multiple attribute decision making)

method early developed by Gomes and Lima in 7,8

is a tool that considers the decision maker’s be-

havior to solve MCDM problems. In the classical

TODIM method, according to Prospect Theory 15,

the prospect value function is built to measure the

dominance degree of each alternative over the re-

maining ones, which reflects the decision maker’s

behavioral characteristic such as reference depen-

dence and loss aversion, and then the overall val-

ue of each alternative is calculated and whereby

the ranking of alternatives can be obtained. Up to

now, the TODIM method has been extensively ap-

plied in various fields of decision-making, such as

selection of the destination of natural gas 10, eval-

uations of residential properties 9 and oil spill re-

sponse 26. The classical TODIM method uses nu-

merical information to assess the criteria. But in

many situations, numerical values are inadequate or

insufficient to model real-life decision problems and

the fuzzy sets and their extensions are more appro-

priate to model human judgments. Thus, differen-

t extensions of the classical TODIM method have

been developed for dealing with different types of

information such as, fuzzy numbers 16, intuitionistic

fuzzy sets 22, hesitant fuzzy sets 40, etc. However,

in qualitative contexts, when decision makers hesi-

tate about their evaluations and the use of only one

linguistic term is not sufficient to reflect their hes-

itation, it is necessary to use another type of infor-

mation representation able to model this type of h-

esitation, such as HFLTS. Therefore, the aim of this

paper is to develop an extended TODIM method to

solve MCDM problems able to manage the hesita-

tion of the decision makers by using HFLTSs. To

do so, first it is proposed a novel score function to

compare HFLTSs which takes into account both the

average linguistic term of an HFLTS and its hesitant

degree reflected by the number of the possible lin-

guistic terms that compound the HFLTS. This func-

tion and a distance measure for HFLTSs are used to

build a prospect value function, which can measure

the dominance degree of one alternative over the re-

maining ones concerning each criterion. Therefore,

the overall dominance degree of each alternative can

be obtained by aggregating the dominance degrees

of each alternative over the remaining under all the

criteria, and the alternatives can be ranked accord-

ing to their overall dominance degree. Finally, a

decision-making problem about several telecommu-

nications service providers is used to illustrate the

validity and applicability of the proposed method.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 re-

views some concepts about HFLTSs and the classi-

cal TODIM approach. Section 3 proposes a nov-

el score function to compare HFLTSs. Section 4
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presents an extension of the TODIM method which

deals with HFLTSs. Section 5 presents an example

to illustrate the use of the proposed method, and fi-

nally, some conclusions are pointed out in Section

6.

2. Preliminaries

This section revises some basic concepts, operations

and distance measures of HFLTSs, and introduces in

short the classical TODIM approach.

2.1. Hesitant fuzzy linguistic term sets

Due to the complexity of the real world decision

making problems, it is often that decision makers

hesitate among several linguistic terms to express

their knowledge and they would like to use more

than one linguistic term or more complex linguis-

tic expressions that can reflect their knowledge in a

proper way. In order to deal with these hesitant sit-

uations Rodrı́guez et al. introduced the concept of

HFLTS 29,30 which is based on hesitant fuzzy sets
32.

Definition 129,30. Let S = {s0, . . . ,sτ} be a linguistic

term set. An HFLTS, HS, is an ordered finite subset

of consecutive linguistic terms of S,

HS = {si,si+1, . . . ,s j} such that sk ∈ S, k∈{i, . . . , j}.
(1)

Example 1. Let S = {none,very low, low,medium,
high,very high, per f ect} be a linguistic term set

and ϑ be a linguistic variable, then H1
S (ϑ) =

{medium,high,very high, per f ect} and H2
S (ϑ) =

{low,medium,high} are two HFLTSs on S.

Rodrı́guez et al. 30,31 proposed the use of

context-free grammars to generate simple but rich

linguistic expressions which can be easily represent-

ed by means of HFLTSs. A context-free grammar

GH , was defined in 30 and extended in 31 to gener-

ate suitable expressions for decision making. Such

expressions can be transformed into HFLTSs by us-

ing the transformation function EGH .

Definition 230. Let S = {s0, . . . ,sτ} be a linguistic

term set, and EGH be a function that transforms lin-

guistic expressions ll ∈ Sll , obtained by using the

context-free grammar GH , into HFLTSs, HS.

EGH : Sll −→ HS (2)

being S the linguistic term set used by GH and Sll
the expression domain generated by GH .

The transformation of the linguistic expressions

into HFLTSs will depend on the linguistic expres-

sions generated by the context-free grammar GH .

The use of linguistic information implies to car-

ry out computing with words processes 14,24,25. In

order to facilitate such computations with HFLTSs,

Rodrı́guez et al. introduced the envelope of an H-

FLTS.

Definition 330. The envelope of an HFLTS HS,

env(HS), is a linguistic interval whose limits are ob-

tained through its upper and lower bounds.

env(HS) = [HS− ,HS+], HS− � HS+ ,

where HS− = min{si | si ∈ HS} and HS+ = max{si |
si ∈ HS}.

2.2. Distance measure for HFLTSs

Distance measures are very important in many sci-

entific fields, such as decision making, machine

learning, pattern recognition etc. These measures

are the basis of some well-known multicriteria deci-

sion making methods, such as TOPSIS, VIKOR and

ELECTRE and have been applied to manage differ-

ent types of information. Liao et al. 19 introduced

the axiomatic definition of the distance measure and

some distance formulas for HFLTSs.

Let S = {s0, . . . ,sτ} be a linguistic term set,

H1
S = {sδ 1

l
|l = 1,2, . . . ,#H1

S} and H2
S = {sδ 2

l
|l =

1,2, . . . ,#H2
S} be two HFLTSs, where #HS is the

number of linguistic terms in an HFLTS HS. Gen-

erally #H1
S �= #H2

S . Therefore, in order to operate

correctly, the shorter one should be extended until

the length of both is the same. The best way to ex-

tend the shorter one is to add the same linguistic ter-

m several times in it until the changed linguistic ter-

m set has the same length as the longer one. The

added linguistic term can be obtained by the follow-

ing method.

Suppose that H2
S is the shortest, H2

S
+

=

max{si | si ∈ H2
S}, H2

S
−

= min{si | si ∈ H2
S}
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and ξ (0 � ξ � 1) is an optimized parame-

ter. The added linguistic term s in H2
S can be

obtained by s = C2(ξ ,H2
S
+
,1 − ξ ,H2

S
−
) = ξ �

H2
S
+ ⊕ (1 − ξ )� H2

S
−
= sk, where C2(ξ ,H2

S
+
,1 −

ξ ,H2
S
−
) is the convex combination of two linguis-

tic terms 4, k = min{τ,round(ξ Ind(H2
S
+
) + (1 −

ξ )Ind(H2
S
−
))}, “round” is the usual round opera-

tion, and Ind(·) is the subscript of a linguistic term.

Following the Example 1, H1
S = {s3,s4,s5,s6}

and H2
S = {s2,s3,s4}. We can see that #H1

S > #H2
S ,

hence it should be extended H2
S by adding a linguis-

tic term several times until having the same length

than H1
S and then to calculate the distance between

H1
S and H2

S . The selection of this linguistic term

mainly relies on the decision makers’ risk attitudes,

which determine the optimized parameter ξ . From

the optimistic point of view ξ = 1, thus H2
S is ex-

tended as H2
S = {s2,s3,s4,s4}, and from the pes-

simistic point of view ξ = 0, H2
S is extended as

H2
S = {s2,s2,s3,s4}. If the decision makers are neu-

tral, then ξ = 0.5. So the added linguistic term s is

s3 and H2
S is extended as H2

S = {s2,s3,s3,s4}. Al-

though different operations may obtain different re-

sults, it is reasonable because the decision makers’

risk attitudes have a direct influence on the final de-

cision. Without loss of generality, in this paper, we

assume ξ = 1
2
.

Let S = {s0, . . . ,sτ} be a linguistic term set,

H1
S = {sδ 1

l
|l = 1,2, . . . ,#H1

S} and H2
S = {sδ 2

l
|l =

1,2, . . . ,#H2
S} be two HFLTSs on S with the same

length L = #H1
S = #H2

S , where δ i
l (i = 1,2) are the

subscripts of the linguistic terms sδ i
l

and τ the gran-

ularity of the linguistic term set S. Then the distance

between H1
S and H2

S can be calculated by the follow-

ing generalized distance measure proposed by Liao

et al. 19:

dgd
(
H1

S ,H
2
S
)
=

(
1

L

L

∑
l=1

( |δ 1
l −δ 2

l |
τ +1

)λ)1/λ

. (3)

When λ = 1, dhd
(
H1

S ,H
2
S

)
is the Hamming distance

of H1
S and H2

S :

dhd
(
H1

S ,H
2
S
)
=

1

L

L

∑
l=1

|δ 1
l −δ 2

l |
τ +1

, (4)

and when λ = 2, ded
(
H1

S ,H
2
S

)
is the Euclidean dis-

tance of H1
S and H2

S :

ded
(
H1

S ,H
2
S
)
=

(
1

L

L

∑
l=1

( |δ 1
l −δ 2

l |
τ +1

)2
)1/2

. (5)

By using the Example 1, if ξ = 1
2
, H2

S is extended

to {s2,s3,s3,s4}. The generalized distance between

H1
S and H2

S is computed as follows: dgd
(
H1

S ,H
2
S
)
=(

1
4

(( |3−2|
7

)λ
+
( |4−3|

7

)λ
+
( |5−3|

7

)λ
+
( |6−4|

7

)λ
))1/λ

.

If λ = 1, then the Hamming distance between H1
S

and H2
S is dhd(H1

S ,H
2
S )=

1
4

( |3−2|
7 +

|4−3|
7 +

|5−3|
7 +

|6−4|
7

)
≈

0.2143;

if λ = 2, then the Euclidean distance

between H1
S and H2

S is ded(H1
S ,H

2
S ) =(

1
4

(( |3−2|
7

)2
+
( |4−3|

7

)2
+
( |5−3|

7

)2
+
( |6−4|

7

)2
))1/2

≈
0.2259.

2.3. Classical TODIM method

The basic idea of the classical TODIM method pro-

posed in 8,9 is to measure the dominance degree of

each alternative over the remaining ones by estab-

lishing a prospect value function based on Prospect

Theory 15. Based on the obtained dominance de-

grees, the ranking of the alternatives can be deter-

mined. The main advantage of the TODIM method

is its capability of capturing the decision maker’s be-

havior. The classical TODIM method is suitable to

handle MCDM problems in which decision maker-

s use numerical values to express their assessments.

An algorithm for the TODIM method is summarized

as follows 6.

Let P = {p1, p2, . . . , pm} be a set of alterna-

tives, C = {c1,c2, . . . ,cn} be a set of criteria and

w = {w1,w2, . . . ,wn} be a weighting vector of crite-

ria, where w j denotes the weight or the importance

degree of criterion c j. Let X =(xi j)m×n be a decision

matrix, where xi j represents the assessment provid-

ed by the decision maker for the alternative pi ∈ P
with respect to the criterion c j ∈C.

Step 1. To normalize the decision matrix X =
(xi j)m×n into Y = (yi j)m×n using the normal-

ization method.
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Step 2. To calculate the relative weights w jr of crite-

ria c j( j = 1,2, . . . ,n) to the reference criterion

cr, i.e.,

w jr = w j/wr, (6)

where wr = max{w j| j = 1,2, . . . ,n}.

Step 3. To calculate the dominance degree for each

alternative pi(i = 1,2, . . . ,m) over the remain-

ing alternatives pk(k = 1,2, . . . ,m) concerning

criteria c j( j = 1,2, . . . ,n), i.e.,

Φ j(pi, pk)

=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

√
(yi j − yk j)w jr/(∑n

j=1 w jr), yi j − yk j > 0;

0, yi j − yk j = 0;

− 1
θ

√
(yk j − yi j)

(
∑n

j=1 w jr

)
/w jr, yi j − yk j < 0,

(7)
where θ is the attenuation factor of the loss-

es, yi j − yk j denotes the gain of the alterna-

tive pi over the alternative pk concerning the

criterion c j if yi j − yk j > 0, and the loss if

yi j − yk j < 0.

Step 4. To calculate the dominance degree for each

alternative pi(i = 1,2, . . . ,m) over the remain-

ing alternatives pk(k = 1,2, . . . ,m) as follows:

δ (pi, pk) =
n

∑
j=1

Φ j(pi, pk). (8)

Step 5. To compute the overall dominance degree
for each alternative pi(i = 1,2, . . .m),

ξ (pi)=
∑m

k=1 δ (pi, pk)−mini
{

∑m
k=1 δ (pi, pk)

}
maxi

{
∑m

k=1 δ (pi, pk)
}−mini

{
∑m

k=1 δ (pi, pk)
} .

(9)

Step 6. To rank the alternatives and select the most

desirable one(s) according to the overall dom-

inance degrees of the alternatives. The greater

ξ (pi) is, the better alternative pi will be.

3. A new score function to compare HFLTSs

This section revises and analyzes two differen-

t methods to compare HFLTSs, and shows by means

of an example that sometimes such methods cannot

distinct between two HFLTSs. Therefore, this sec-

tion presents a new score function to compare H-

FLTSs in a better way than the other two methods,

because it is able to compare two HFLTSs when the

other methods cannot do it.

3.1. Comparison methods for HFLTSs

The comparison operation is used in many decision

making models to obtain a ranking of alternatives.

Thus, it is necessary to define a comparison method

for HFLTSs which can be used in decision making.

In spite of the novelty of the concept HFLTS, two

methods to compare HFLTSs have been already pro-

posed 30,37.

The first comparison method for HFLTSs was

proposed by Rodrı́guez et al. 30. This method uses

the envelope of an HFLTS, that is a linguistic inter-

val, for the comparison by adapting the Wang et al.’s

approach 36 for linguistic intervals.

Definition 436. Let a = [aL,aU ] and b = [bL,bU ] be
two numerical intervals, the preference degree of a
over b is defined by

ρ(a > b) =
max(0,aU −bL)−max(0,aL −bU )

(aU −aL)+(bU −bL)
. (10)

Definition 5. Let H1
S and H2

S be two HFLTSs and

env(H1
S ) = [H1

S− ,H
1
S+], env(H2

S ) = [H2
S− ,H

2
S+] the en-

velope of H1
S and H2

S respectively. The comparison

between H1
S and H2

S is as follows:

H1
S > H2

S iff env(H1
S ) > env(H2

S ), H1
S ∼ H2

S iff

env(H1
S )∼ env(H2

S ),
that means, H1

S > H2
S iff ρ([Ind(H1

S−), Ind(H1
S+)] >

[Ind(H2
S−), Ind(H2

S+)])> 0.5,

H1
S ∼H2

S iff ρ([Ind(H1
S−), Ind(H1

S+)]> [Ind(H2
S−), Ind(H2

S+)])=

0.5, where Ind(si) = i (it is the subscript of the lin-

guistic term), si ∈ S = {s0, . . . ,sτ}.

Wei et al. also proposed a comparison method to

compare HFLTSs 37 based on the probability theory.

Due to the complexity of this method, an example is

introduced to explain it easily.

Let S = {s0 : nothing,s1 : very low,s2 : low,s3 :

medium,s4 : high,s5 : very high,s6 : perfect} be a

linguistic term set, and H1
S = {s3,s4,s5,s6}, H2

S =
{s2,s3,s4} be two different HFLTSs. Clearly, H1

S
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and H2
S have the common linguistic terms s3 and s4.

The HFLTSs are written as follows:

H1
S : s3,s4,s5,s6,

H2
S : s2,s3,s4.

In order to compare H1
S and H2

S , two linguistic

term sets denoted by H∗
1 and H∗

2 are built by adding

the linguistic term s2 in H1
S and two linguistic terms

s5 and s6 in H2
S .

H∗
1 : s2,s3,s4,s5,s6,

H∗
2 : s2,s3,s4,s5,s6.

where s2 can be any linguistic term in H1
S , and s5, s6

can be any linguistic term in H2
S .

Therefore, in order to compare H1
S and H2

S , we

compare the linguistic terms in the corresponding

place in H∗
1 and H∗

2 by computing a possibility de-

gree.

Definition 637. Let H1
S and H2

S be two HFLTSs, the

possibility degree of H1
S being not less than H2

S , de-

noted by ρ(H1
S � H2

S ) is computed as follows:

ρ(H1
S � H2

S ) =
0.5|H∗

S(1,2)|+ |HH∗
1>H∗

2
|

|H∗
1 |

, (11)

being H∗
S(1,2) = {si | si ∈ H1

S and si ∈ H2
S} the set

of the common linguistic terms in H1
S and H2

S ,

HH∗
1>H∗

2
= {s1

i | s1
i ∈ H∗

1 ,s
2
i ∈ H∗

2 ,s
1
i > s2

i } the set of

all linguistic terms in H∗
1 larger than the correspond-

ing terms in H∗
2 , and |X | the cardinal number of a set

X .

Definition 737. Let H1
S and H2

S be two HFLTSs. If

ρ(H1
S � H2

S ) > 0.5, then we say that H1
S is superior

to H2
S with the degree of ρ(H1

S � H2
S ), denoted by

H1
S 
ρ(H1

S�H2
S ) H2

S . Especially, if ρ(H1
S � H2

S ) = 1,

then we call that H1
S is absolutely superior to H2

S . If

ρ(H1
S �H2

S ) = 0.5, then we say that H1
S is indifferent

with H2
S , denoted by H1

S ∼ H2
S .

Once revised the comparison methods for H-

FLTSs, they are analyzed by using the following ex-

ample.

Example 2. Let S = {s0, . . . ,s6} be a linguis-

tic term set, H1
S = {s3}, H2

S = {s3,s4} and H3
S =

{s1,s2,s3,s4,s5,s6} be three HFLTSs defined in S.

In order to apply the comparison method pro-

posed by Rodrı́guez et al. firstly the envelopes of

these three HFLTSs are obtained by using the Def.

3.

env(H1
S ) = [s3,s3], env(H2

S ) = [s3,s4] and

env(H3
S ) = [s1,s6].

Afterwards, the preference degrees ρ(env(H2
S )>

env(H1
S )), ρ(env(H2

S )> env(H3
S )) and ρ(env(H3

S )>
env(H1

S )) are computed by means of the Def. 4.

ρ(env(H2
S )> env(H1

S ))=
max(0,Ind(s4)−Ind(s3))−max(0,Ind(s3)−Ind(s3))

(Ind(s4)−Ind(s3))+(Ind(s3)−Ind(s3))

= 1, hence H2
S > H1

S ;

ρ(env(H2
S )> env(H3

S ))=
max(0,Ind(s4)−Ind(s1))−max(0,Ind(s3)−Ind(s6))

(Ind(s4)−Ind(s3))+(Ind(s6)−Ind(s1))

= 1
2 , hence H2

S ∼ H3
S ;

ρ(env(H3
S )> env(H1

S ))=
max(0,Ind(s6)−Ind(s3))−max(0,Ind(s1)−Ind(s3))

(Ind(s6)−Ind(s1))+(Ind(s3)−Ind(s3))

= 3
5 , hence H3

S > H1
S .

Note that s3 is a linguistic term which appears

both in H1
S and in H2

S , so we should not say that H2
S

is absolutely superior to H1
S . Thus, Wei et al. 37

pointed out that sometimes it is not suitable to use

this method to compare HFLTSs, and defined a new

comparison method.

By using Def. 6 and Def. 7, the three HFLTSs

are compared as follows.

ρ(H2
S � H1

S ) =
0.5|H∗

S(2,1)|+ |HH2
∗>H1

∗ |
|H∗

2 |
=

0.5∗1+1

2
= 0.75,

where H1
∗ = {s3,s3}, H2

∗ = {s3,s4}, H∗
S(2,1) =

{si|si ∈ H2
∗,si ∈ H1

∗} = {s3}, HH∗
2>H∗

1
= {s2

i |s2
i ∈

H2
∗,s1

i ∈ H1
∗,s2

i > s1
i }= {s4}. Thus, we get that H2

S
is superior to H1

S with degree 0.75.

ρ(H3
S � H2

S ) =
0.5|H∗

S(3,2)|+ |HH∗
3>H∗

2
|

|H∗
3 |

=
0.5∗2+2

6
=

1

2
,

ρ(H3
S �H1

S )=
0.5|H∗

S(3,1)|+ |HH∗
3>H∗

1
|

|H∗
3 |

=
0.5∗1+3

6
=≈ 0.583.

Thus, we obtain that H2
S is indifferent to H3

S , and H3
S

is superior to H1
S with the degree 0.583.

Both methods obtain 0.5 to compare the HFLTSs

H2
S and H3

S , thus it is not possible to distinguish

them. Consequently, the following conclusion is ob-

tained.

Let H1
S = {sδ 1

l
|l = 1, . . . ,#H1

S} and H2
S = {sδ 2

l
|l =

1, . . . ,#H2
S} be two HFLTSs, and δ 1 = 1

#H1
S

∑#H1
S

l=1 δ 1
l

and δ 2 = 1
#H2

S
∑#H2

S
l=1 δ 2

l be the average linguistic terms
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of H1
S and H2

S respectively. If δ 1 = δ 2, that is, H1
S

and H2
S have the same average linguistic term, then

H1
S is indifferent to H2

S by using the above two meth-

ods. But we note that in the Example 2, H3
S contains

more possible terms than H2
S and has bigger hesitant

degree than H2
S , so H2

S should be more reliable and

should be greater than H3
S .

Therefore, after analyzing this example, it seem-

s that it is necessary to define a new comparison

method which is able to compare HFLTSs in a better

way.

3.2. A score function for comparing HFLTSs

According to the previous analysis, we take into ac-

count two aspects to define the new score function:

i) the average linguistic term, and ii) the hesitant de-

gree.

The greater the average linguistic term of an H-

FLTS, the greater the HFLTS should be. This means

that the result of the score function should increase

when the average linguistic term of the HFLTS in-

creases.

On the other hand, an HFLTS has bigger hesitan-

t degree if it contains more possible terms, and the

result of the score function should decrease when

its hesitant degree increases. In order to measure

the hesitant degree it is computed the normalized

variance of the subscripts of the linguistic terms that

compound the HFLTS.

Definition 8. Let S = {s0, . . . ,sτ} be a linguistic ter-

m set, and HS = {sδl |l = 1, . . . ,#HS} be an HFLTS

on S. A score function F(HS) of HS is defined as

follows,

F(HS) = δ −
1

#HS
∑#HS

l=1(δl −δ )2

var(τ)
, (12)

where δ = 1
#HS

∑#HS
l=1 δl and var(τ)= (0−τ/2)2+...+(τ−τ/2)2

τ+1
.

Definition 9. The definition of the comparison be-

tween two HFLTSs is based on the score function

of the HFLTSs, F(HS). Hence, the comparison be-

tween H1
S and H2

S is defined as follows:

H1
S > H2

S iff F(H1
S )> F(H2

S );
H1

S = H2
S iff F(H1

S ) = F(H2
S ).

By using the Example 2, we compare the three

HFLTSs applying the Def. 8 and Def. 9.

F(H1
S ) = 3− 0

4
= 3,

F(H2
S ) = 3.5− (3−3.5)2+(4−3.5)2

2×4
= 3.4375 and

F(H3
S )= 3.5− (1−3.5)2+(2−3.5)2+(3−3.5)2+(4−3.5)2+(5−3.5)2+(6−3.5)2

6×4

= 2.7708.

Therefore, the ranking of the HFLTSs is H2
S >

H1
S > H3

S .

We can see that the proposed score function al-

lows comparing HFLTSs more effectively, since it

considers not only the average linguistic term of an

HFLTS, but also its hesitant degree. This score func-

tion will be used in the proposed TODIM method.

4. An hesitant fuzzy linguistic TODIM method

This section proposes an extension of the TODIM

approach to handle MCDM problems with H-

FLTSs and introduces an algorithm for the proposed

method.

4.1. Description of a MCDM problem under
hesitant fuzzy linguistic information

Generally, a MCDM problem consists of identifying

a desirable compromise solution from the feasible

alternatives which are defined by a set of conflict-

ing criteria 12,13,28. Let P = {p1, . . . , pm} be a set

of alternatives, C = {c1, . . . ,cn} be a set of criteri-

a, and w = {w1,w2, . . . ,wn} be a weighting vector

of criteria satisfying ∑n
j=1 w j = 1 and 0 � w j � 1.

In this decision making problem, we suppose a lin-

guistic term set S = {s0, . . . ,sτ}, and a context-free

grammar GH , as the one defined in 30 which gen-

erates comparative linguistic expressions to assess

criteria and alternatives. The linguistic expressions

provided by the decision maker are transformed into

HFLTSs by using the transformation function EGH ,

introduced in Def. 2 to construct a hesitant fuzzy lin-

guistic decision matrix R = (ri j)m×n, where ri j is an

HFLTS on S and represents the linguistic assessment

provided by the decision maker for the alternative pi
with respect to the criterion c j.

The criteria may be of different types, cost and

benefit. Since, the criteria of cost are transformed
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into criteria of benefit by normalizing the hesitant

fuzzy linguistic decision matrix R=(ri j)m×n to yield

a corresponding normalized hesitant fuzzy linguistic

decision matrix G = (gi j)m×n, where

gi j =

{
ri j, for benefit criterion c j,

Neg(ri j), for cost criterion c j,
(13)

being Neg(ri j) = {Neg(sδl )|sδl ∈ ri j, l = 1, . . . ,#ri j}.

Definition 10. 11 Let S = {s0, . . . ,sτ} be a linguistic

term set, the negation of a linguistic term si ∈ S, is

defined as follows:

Neg(si) = sτ−i. (14)

4.2. A TODIM approach with HFLTS

Similarly to the classical TODIM method intro-

duced in section 2.3, the first step is to normalize the

original decision matrix using Eq. (13). Afterwards,

it is computed the dominance degree for each alter-

native by using a prospect value function based on

Prospect Theory 15. To do so, it is necessary to iden-

tify a reference criterion and calculate the relative

weight of each criterion to the reference criterion.

Usually, the criterion with the highest weight can be

regarded as the reference criterion and then the rel-

ative weight w jr of the criterion c j to the reference

criterion cr can be obtained by Eq. (6). By using the

Def. 8 and Def. 9 the assessments provided over the

alternatives and criteria which are represented by H-

FLTSs are compared. Analogously to the Eq. (7),
the dominance degree of the alternative pi over the

alternative pk concerning the criterion c j is calculat-

ed using the following function:
Φ j(pi, pk) =⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

√
w jrdgd(gi j,gk j)/∑n

j=1 w jr, if F(gi j)−F(gk j)> 0;

0, if F(gi j)−F(gk j) = 0;

− 1
θ

√(
∑n

j=1 w jr

)
dgd(gk j,gi j)/w jr, if F(gi j)−F(gk j)< 0,

(15)

where the distance dgd(gi j,gk j) defined by Eq. (3)
denotes the gain of the alternative pi over the al-

ternative pk concerning the criterion c j if F(gi j)−
F(gk j)> 0, and the loss if F(gi j)−F(gk j)< 0. The

parameter θ > 0 represents the attenuation factor of

the losses. Thus, the greater θ is, the lower the de-

gree of loss aversion is.

The dominance degree δ (pi, pk) of the alterna-

tive pi over the alternative pk can be obtained by

aggregating Φ j(pi, pk) under each criterion c j ap-

plying Eq. (8). And the overall dominance degree

ξ (pi) of the alternative pi can be computed by Eq.

(9).

Obviously, 0 � ξ (pi) � 1, and the greater ξ (pi)
is, the better the alternative pi will be. Finally, the

ranking of the alternatives pi(i = 1, . . . ,m) is ob-

tained according to their overall dominance degrees.

An algorithm for the proposed TODIM approach

with HFLTSs is defined as follows.

Step 1. To transform the comparative linguistic ex-

pressions provided by the decision maker into

HFLTSs applying the transformation function

introduced in Def. 2.

Step 2. To construct the hesitant fuzzy linguistic de-

cision matrix R = (ri j)m×n using the HFLTSs

obtained in the previous step.

Step 3. To normalize the decision matrix R =
(ri j)m×n into G = (gi j)m×n by Eq. (13).

Step 4. To determine the reference criterion cr, and

calculate the relative weights w jr( j = 1, . . . ,n)
of the criteria c j( j = 1, . . . ,n) to the reference

criterion cr using Eq. (6).

Step 5. To calculate the dominance degrees

Φ j(pi, pk) of the alternatives pi(i = 1, . . . ,m)
over the alternatives pk(k = 1, . . . ,m) con-

cerning each criterion c j using Eq. (15).

Step 6. To calculate the dominance degrees

δ (pi, pk) of the alternatives pi(i = 1, . . . ,m)
over the alternatives pk(k = 1, . . . ,m) using

Eq. (8).

Step 7. To calculate the overall dominance degrees

ξ (pi) of the alternatives pi(i = 1, . . . ,m) using

Eq. (9).

Step 8. To rank the alternatives according to

the overall dominance degrees ξ (pi)(i =
1, . . . ,m).
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5. Illustrative example

In this section a MCDM problem is solved follow-

ing the algorithm defined for the proposed TODIM

approach.

5.1. Problem description

Nowadays, the competition among telecommunica-

tions services is increasing and it is much more d-

ifficult for SMEs (Small and Medium-sized Enter-

prises) to choose a suitable telecommunications ser-

vice to improve their business operations, since am-

ple resources can be a big obstacle. Let suppose that

a SME has to select the best telecommunications

service provider to improve its benefits. There are

four possible alternatives: provider 1 (p1), provider

2 (p2), provider 3 (p3) and provider 4 (p4). Based on

the society research, we consider four major criteri-

a to evaluate these four telecommunications service

providers. These criteria are: The Satisfaction of

Price (c1), Quality (c2), Service (c3), and Safeguard

(c4). A detailed description of such criteria is given

in Table 1.

Table 1: Criteria to evaluate a telecommunications service

Criterion Description of criterion

Price c1 How the company is satisfied with

the price, which will be paid for the

telecommunications service

Quality c2 What level the telecommunications service

can reach

Service c3 The maintenance and repair

Safeguard c4 The reliability of information protection

In this decision problem, it is used the

context-free grammar GH , defined in 30, that

generates comparative linguistic expression-

s suitable for this decision making prob-

lem. The linguistic term set used is S =
{none(n),very low(vl), low(l),medium(m),high(h),
very high(vh), per f ect(p)}. In this problem the cri-

teria have different importance being the weighting

vector w = (0.2,0.15,0.15,0.5)T .

The assessments provided are shown in Table 2.

Table 2: Assessments over the alternatives and criteria.
c1 c2 c3 c4

p1 bt l and h vh bt vl and m bt vl and m

p2 lower than l bt l and m bt h and vh bt h and vh

p3 lower than m bt l and vh vh p

p4 m bt l and h bt vl and l greater than h

The symbol “bt” in Table 2 stands for the word “be-

tween”.

5.2. Solving procedure

In order to solve the problem, we follow the steps

described in the algorithm defined for the proposed

hesitant fuzzy linguistic TODIM model.

Step 1. The comparative linguistic expressions pro-

vided by the decision maker are transformed

into HFLTSs as is shown in Table 3.

Table 3: Assessments transformed into HFLTSs.
c1 c2 c3 c4

p1 {l,m,h} {vh} {vl,l,m} {vl,l,m}
p2 {n,vl} {l,m} {h,vh} {h,vh}
p3 {n,vl,l} {l,m,h,vh} {vh} {p}
p4 {m} {l,m,h} {vl,l} {vh,p}

Step 2. To construct the hesitant fuzzy linguistic de-

cision matrix R = (ri j)m×n,

⎛
⎜⎝

{l,m,h} {vh} {vl, l,m} {vl, l,m}
{n,vl} {l,m} {h,vh} {h,vh}
{n,vl, l} {l,m,h,vh} {vh} {p}
{m} {l,m,h} {vl, l} {vh, p}

⎞
⎟⎠ .

Step 3. The decision matrix is already normalized,

so it is not necessary to normalize it.

Step 4. To take the criterion Safeguard (c4) as the

reference criterion, because it is considered

the most important factor. Thus the weight

of the reference criterion wr = 0.5. We take

θ = 1, which means that the losses will con-

tribute with their real value to the global value.
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Step 5. To calculate the dominance degrees

Φ j(pi, pk) of the alternatives pi(i = 1,2,3,4)
over the alternatives pk(k= 1,2,3,4) concern-

ing each criterion c j. In the distance measure,

λ = 1.5. The results are shown in Table 4.

Step 6. To calculate the dominance degrees of the

alternatives over the others (see Table 5).

Step 7. To obtain the overall dominance degrees for

each alternative:

ξ (p1) = 0.3373, ξ (P2) = 0, ξ (P3) = 1,

ξ (P4) = 0.3899.

Step 8. To obtain the ranking for the four telecom-

munication service providers,

p3 
 p4 
 p1 
 p2

Finally, p3 is the most desirable telecommu-

nication service provider.

Table 4: Dominance degrees of each alternative over

the others concerning each criterion.

c1 p1 p2 p3 p4

p1 0 0.2682 0.239 -0.7383

p2 -1.3408 0 -0.6482 -1.343

p3 -1.1952 0.1296 0 -1.22

p4 0.1477 0.2686 0.244 0

c2 p1 p2 p3 p4

p1 0 0.2326 0.192 0.2113

p2 -1.5507 0 -1.0526 -0.7485

p3 -1.28 0.1579 0 0.1162

p4 -1.4088 0.1123 -0.7746 0

c3 p1 p2 p3 p4

p1 0 -1.5482 -1.7059 0.1123

P2 0.2322 0 -0.7746 0.2535

p3 0.2559 0.1162 0 0.2746

p4 -0.7485 -1.6903 -1.8304 0

c4 p1 p2 p3 p4

p1 0 -0.848 -1.0746 -1.0017

p2 0.424 0 -0.6637 -0.5345

p3 0.5373 0.3318 0 0.2121

p4 0.5008 0.2673 -0.4243 0

Table 5: Overall dominance degrees of each alterna-

tive over the others.
p1 p2 p3 p4

p1 0 -1.8954 -2.3495 -1.4164

p2 -2.2353 0 -3.1391 -2.3724

p3 -1.682 0.7356 0 -0.6172

p4 -1.5088 -1.0422 -2.7852 0

In the literature has been proposed some MCDM

approaches that deals with HFLTSs 17,19,20,30,34,37.

Nevertheless, they do not consider the psychologi-

cal behavior of the decision makers. The proposed

hesitant fuzzy linguistic TODIM approach can con-

sider the psychological behavior by calculating the

dominance degrees of the alternatives.

6. Conclusions

The classical TODIM is a valuable tool to solve M-

CDM problems with crisp values and consider the

decision makers’ psychological behavior, but it is

not able to manage hesitant fuzzy linguistic term set-

s (HFLTS). HFLTS is an effective tool to express

human beings’ hesitancy by means of linguistic e-

valuations and has wide applications in MCDM. In

this paper, we have extended the TODIM method to

solve MCDM problems with HFLTS. The most im-

portant advantage of the proposed approach is that it

can handle decision-making problems in which the

assessments are represented by HFLTSs, and it can

take into account the decision makers’ psychologi-

cal behavior. In addition, we have also introduced a

novel score function to compare HFLTSs and have

used an example to show that the proposed compari-

son method can compare HFLTSs when other meth-

ods cannot do it.
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